Role: Technical Consultant, Program 3 – Mini-Grids

No. of Vacancies: 1

Department: PPIC

Contract Type: Short Term Contract – up to 100 days in 1 year

Location: Remote / Gurgaon, Haryana

Terms of Reference:

1. Assisting in scaling of ISA Program No.3 – Solar Mini Grids:
   a. Support Technical Designing of Solar Mini Grids, including connectivity of Solar Mini Grids with conventional Grids and synchronization with DG Set, for select countries, thereby developing capacity building programs
   b. Suggest possible interventions in Policies and Regulations of ISA Member Countries to enhance deployment of Mini-Grids
   c. Facilitate development of financial & business models for Solar Mini-Grids
   d. Build repository of Solar Mini-grids Case Studies of ISA member countries.
   e. Support development of O & M Strategy of Solar Mini Grids

2. Any Other work responsibility as decided by ISA from time to time.

Functional Requirements:

1. 30+ years of experience in RE / Power / Solar with a reputed organization/company
2. Advanced Educational degree in relevant field; with experience in mini-grids and Solar power
3. Good communication and writing skills
4. Ability to work effectively in a dynamic, fast-paced, high-volume, results-oriented environment
5. Ability to handle fast-moving projects across internal and external stakeholders
6. Problem-solving and process management skills; detail orientation and passion for achieving global quality standards.

What you need to do

If you’re interested in this role, please forward an up-to-date copy of your CV to:
hr@isolaralliance.org

Last date to Apply: 10 June 2024 at 12 midnight IST